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Apple Trees is a student production of the book of a musical by Agnieszka Osiecka, which is 
being staged more than forty years after the musical’s premiere. The premiere of Apple Trees, 
directed for Teatr Ateneum by Jan Biczycki – who, like Osiecka, was connected with the Student 
Satirical Theatre and the student theatre scene – was one of theatre’s biggest hits in the 60s. “The 
stage represents Poland, the action takes place before the war,” explains the Entrepreneur as he 
introduces the characters: the coquette Mimi, the Engineer, Rebecca, Buba, Maniusia, the Guy 
who Pays... they dance to the popular music of their day, visit cafes, cabarets, look at 
advertisements (that strike us today as hilarious) for all sorts of products. Settings and images 
change as in a kaleidoscope. The medley of folk melodies and modern rhythms contains a 
condensed, witty story about pre- and post-war Poland up to and including the 50s. The 
production also finds room for the famous song “Lovers from Kamienna Street”, the titular hit 
“Just Let the Apple Trees Blossom”, and fragments by popular composers and poets, and 
unknown authors as well.

The Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic Arts in Krakow  was founded in 1946 by actor 
and director Juliusz Osterwa with the combining of three studios active in Krakow at the time: 
The Acting Studio at Teatr Stary, the Acting Studio at Teatr Słowacki and the Iwo Galla Drama 
Studio. It offers four-year actor training in two specialized areas (dramatic acting and musical-
theatre acting) and a five-year MFA program in directing (theatre directing, dramaturgy, musical 
theatre directing). The Academy also trains actors in three studios outside of Krakow: the Acting 
Department and Puppetry Department in Wrocław and the Dance Theatre Department in Bytom. 
It also offers postgraduate studies in Directing for Children’s Theatre and Youth Theatre. The 
Academy cooperates with numerous theatre schools from the Czech Republic, Estonia, Spain, 
Latvia, France, Germany, Russia, Slovakia, the Ukraine and Italy.
The unique character of the Krakow-based Academy derives from its close connection to 
Krakow’s theatre scene. Many outstanding graduates of the Academy lecture here on a 
permanent basis. The Academy also works with eminent theatre theorists.


